
We know the medical market.
Our experience in the medical market extends beyond enhancing

packaging to perform under demanding conditions. We offer 

solutions that enhance product performance, meet stringent 

regulatory requirements, and simplify coding and tracking for 

streamlined recordkeeping and cost savings.

We don’t just print labels. We conquer challenges.
Our experts collaborate with your team to evaluate your project from

every angle. We offer innovative solutions that meet specific, critical

demands. Rely on our experience in producing unique constructions,

optimizing production efficiencies, and controlling costs.

Directions for Use (DFUs)
We facilitate inclusion of DFUs with
medical devices for compliance
with regulatory requirements. 
Map-folding allows complicated
product information to be 
enclosed in a small, 
easy-to-apply package.

Multi-function Labels
Patient peel-off labels, labels with
multiple inner die cut constructions,
and other multi-use labels offer one
label that fulfills many functions.
High visibility prevents errors and
simplifies product tracking,
recordkeeping, and billing. Labels
remove easily from original
packaging for in-use application
on related medical devices. 

Thermal-imprintable Labels
Preprinted with all the necessary
product information, these labels
provide areas for thermal printing
of variable information, including
batch codes and dates.
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By minimizing the amount of  material you need to package products, and 

often eliminating excess packaging components, we offer sustainable packaging

options that help you reduce environmental impact, while maintaining 

effectiveness and brand presence. We adhere to responsible environmental 

practices at all our manufacturing facilities. Our efforts to reduce our 

environmental impact have been honored by third-party organizations. 

Let our innovation impact your brand. And your bottom l ine. 

Discover more innovative ways we’ve helped bui ld brands

at wsinnovates.com/casestudies

Intrigued by what we can do for you?
Contact us and request a consultation
and samples at wspackaging.com
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FlexVision™ is a registered patent of WS Packaging Group, Inc. Patent US 6,752,431. EasyTab® is a registered patent of WS Packaging Group, Inc. Patents US 6,413,604, US 6,858,108 and US 6,749,916. FlexWrap™ is patent-pending.
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Get complicated label and packaging projects done easily. 
Our quality and verification standards ensure precision and accuracy every step 

along the way; accountability is the bottom line. And we include certification of 

conformance with your specifications with every shipment.

The equipment—and capacity—to make your project come to life.
Our combination of extensive, state-of-the-art printing capabilities and FDA Class III

medical white room facility enables us to provide effective solutions that optimize 

your products’ performance. With printing and packaging facilities across the 

U.S. and in Mexico, including hundreds of printing presses, our resources are 

ready when you need them. 

Specialty Materials
Easy-to-use packaging features 
a tear-resistant material with a 
thermal-print receptive top coating
for product identification. This 
eliminates the need for overlabeling
and eliminates the chance of errors.

Stent, Cord, and Catheter Labels
Self-sealing label wraps around the
product and attaches to itself, creating 
a tag. Low-light ID labels are also 
available on phosphorescent film for 
low-light environments, to help prevent
errors and minimize waste.

Sterile Folder Holders
Sterile die-cut sleeves safely protect
a catheter or stent system from
being kinked or bent, for ease of
use and convenience. Separately
packed holders provide concise
product inventory control. 

With complicated details like ever-changing

regulations and challenging security

considerations, it’s critical that your packaging

and label products improve product security and

safety, simplify use, and optimize the dynamic

between medical devices and the individuals

and healthcare systems that use them.

Why WS Packaging?
Take a closer look.

DIRECT IONS FOR USE  (DFUS ) | STENT,  CORD,  AND CATHETER  LABELS | LOW-L IGHT  ID  LABELS | CONTA INER  COVERS | THERMAL- IMPR INTABLE  LABELS | MULT I - FUNCT ION LABELS | SPEC IALTY  MATER IALS | FOLDED CARTONS | CUSTOM SOLUT IONS 

Expand your label space—
without expanding your package.

MultiVision® resealable extended text labels offer the space you
need for regulatory requirements, multiple languages, consumer
education, health and safety warnings, and directions for use—
in a more sustainable format. 

Patented FlexVision™ labels are the
only extended text labels for plastic
tubes and flexible surfaces with a
diameter of 1-3/8" and larger. These
waterproof resealable labels enable
brand owners to replace direct 
decoration silkscreen graphics 
with high-quality process printing.

EasyTab® labels feature a consumer-friendly
easy-open tab that recloses for a minimum
of two years. The construction can be 
precurved to the package and contains 
up to nine single sheets or 18 pages of
copy space above the base label. 
EasyTab labels can be auto-applied 
using standard equipment.

Patent-pending, moisture-resistant
FlexWrap™ is designed for diameters
smaller than 1-3/8". Perfect for plastic
tubes, lip balm barrels, or tight diameters
down to a minimum of 3/8".

Put the power of WS Packaging innovation to work for your brand…
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